The 12th Annual

Trivia Contest

Customers who answer ALL questions will get 2 FREE cases of 16.9oz bottles.
1 Recent news gave us the opening of the longest
sea-crossing bridge. The Hong Kong to Zhuhai
bridge is 34 miles long. What type of water body
does the longest bridge in the US cross?
Lake
The Lake Pontchartrain Causeway
95% correct is just north of New Orleans

2 In recent years two iconic
candy brands celebrated
longevity milestones.
Name these two candies
Hot Tamale and
Mike & Ike
60% both
35% only one

Red Hots are a different candy

3 Name this unusual fish
4 What do these four structures have in common.

Stone Ridge Public Library
Kingston Public Library

Mola Mola, Sunfish and Ocean Sunfish all correct
It's size was interesting to me.
90% correct
5 Where was Tess Durbeyfield arrested?
Stonehenge Tess Durbeyfield is a character
90% correct in a famous Thomas Hardy novel.
7 What word would describe all of the
animals listed here:
RhinocerosWarthog Bison
Horse
Camel
Oxen
Deer
Sheep
Elk
Pig
Goat
Gazelle
I was looking for ungulates
85% correct
mammals

Saugerties Public Library

Red Hook Public Library

These are all local libraries

40% correct

6 You walk into a candy store and buy a soda and a candy bar.
The total comes to $1.10. If the soda costs $1.00 more than
the candy bar how much did you pay for the candy bar?
$0.05
The first intsinct is to say $0.10 because
35% correct
$1.10 is a dollar more than $0.10. But if
the soda is $1.00 more than the candy
the total would be $1.10 plus $0.10 for a
total of $1.20. So the answer is $0.05.

Hippopotamus
Giraffe
Alpaca
Moose
also acceptable due to poor
question structure.
hooved four legged artiodactyl

8 Who survived the Dyatlov Pass Incident?
Yuri Yudin 10 hikers set out to hike in the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union.
or no one After one day Yuri Yudin returned due to an injury. None of the other
both OK
hikers survived. I was looking for Yuri Yudin as the answer but it could
95% correct be argued that the "Incident" didn't start until after Yuri was gone.
This was a very weird true story. Google it some time.
9 The list below are all different types of what?
10 Who is the woman in this photo?
Cascade Golding
Willamete
hint: The answer is not "the one on the right"
Chinook Mt. Hood Centennial
Suze Rotolo This image is from Bob Dylans' album
Fuggle
Saaz
Mt. Rainier
Free Wheelin'. If you discovered that,
hops
60% correct
75% correct the answer is just an internet search away.

